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Abstract

Neural Networks, a form of machine learning, are used in increasingly important roles in the
modern world. They are being used in self-driving cars and medical diagnoses. However, they
are “Black Boxes”: they cannot be easily interpreted by humans. This project combines two
methods of explaining a neural network’s decisions in an attempt to improve their accuracy.
This new method, relevance-based testing with concept activation vectors (R-TCAV), yields
promising results on two small experiments but is less precise than the previous TCAV method.
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1
Introduction

Machine learning is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence which has seen so much success and
ubiquitous use in recent years that it is now the dominant force in the field. It inverts the
normal way that programmers approach a problem. Instead of creating an algorithm to solve a
problem, in machine learning a model is created and then trained on data to solve the problem
itself.
Machine Learning models are now being used in many important applications, from medical
decisions [12] to self-driving cars. They are even being used to guide bail decisions [9]. However
as the field progresses, many complex models become “Black Boxes”. That is, they are complex
enough that they are no longer easily understandable by humans. To combat this, the field of
Explainable AI (XAI) has become increasingly important.
This project combines two XAI methods: Testing With Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV)
[13] and Deep Taylor Decomposition (DTD) [21]. TCAV is a way of measuring a model’s sensitivity to a particular human-understandable concept. DTD is an improved way of moving a
model’s decision back through the network, assigning scores based on how relevant to that decision each part of the network was. TCAV relies on gradients, the method that DTD improves
upon. This work was guided by the supposition that replacing that part of TCAV with DTD
should improve its performance.
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1.1 Linear Models
Linear models are a relatively simple type of machine learning. They are so simple that they
are considered inherently interpretable by humans. The linear regression model is important
because it provides a tool for understanding neural networks that is used in this project.
When limited to two learned parameters, the linear model is very similar to the equation of
a line, hence the name. It consists of a set of n + 1 weights (w)
~ where n is the number of inputs
(~x). Each weight indicates the importance of the input it muliplies. The extra weight is called
the bias, since it influences the model independent of input. The output of the model is given
by either: y = w
~ T ~x + b or y = w
~ T ~x depending on if the bias is separate from or inside w.
~ If
b is in w
~ then an extra 1 is added to the end of ~x. The expanded form of these equations is:
y = w1 x1 + w2 x2 + · · · + wn xn + b. This is the clearest way to conceptualize the role of weights:
they scale each input before it is rolled into the decision. The line formed by w
~ T ~x = 0 is called
the decision boundary because it separates the two sets of input data that would lead it to
opposite decisions.

Figure 1.1.1. An example of a linear classifier. The decision boundary (red) separates the two classes
(blue and green). [4]

1.2. THE PERCEPTRON
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The weights are randomly initialized and then optimized through training. There are several
training methods, but I will review stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as that is a method used
in this project. A dataset consisting of a set inputs X and associated labels ~y . The network
is trained to reproduce the label based on the associated input. The central idea of gradient
descent is to slowly follow a gradient (vector derivative) to a minimum. To do this, a loss or cost
function is introduced. The loss measures how badly the model performs. One example is the
mean squared error L(x) = (y − y 0 )2 where y is the label and y 0 = f (x). If the loss of a model on
the data is minimized then the performance is maximized. To do this the input samples ~x ∈ X
are presented to the model, the output is calculated, the loss determined, and then the weights
are updated with the expression w := w − α∇L(~x) where α is a scalar < 1 called the learning
rate. The learning rate is slowly decreased over multiple shuffled presentations of X, causing the
weights to converge to a solution.

1.2 The Perceptron
The Perceptron [23] is the progenitor and the basic building block of the modern neural network. A perceptron is made up of two segments. One is similar to a linear classifier with a
set of weights and a bias which are applied to the input data. The second part is a nonlinear
activation function which is fed the weighted sum of the first part. a = w
~ T ~x and y = f (a). Originally a non-differentiable step function was used and training was slow. Therefore interest was
low until Rumelhart[24] replaced the step function with differentiable functions and introduced
backpropagaton which allowed for multiple layers of perceptrons to be trained.

1.3 Neural Networks
Neural networks are basically a network of perceptrons. Groups of perceptrons called layers
receive the same input and their output is used as the input to the next layer. This allows the
model to solve incredibly complex and nonlinear problems.

4
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Figure 1.3.1. An example of a sample neural network. Layers that neither receive input nor produce outpu
are called hidden layers. Circles represent individual perceptrons (neurons or units) and arrows represent
the weights. Note neurons receive input from each of the neurons in the preceding layer. [1]

1.3.1

Backpropagation

The key to the resurgence of neural networks as general purpose models is efficient training methods. Automatic differentiation programs, vectorization of training, and the exponential growth in
the power of highly-parallelized graphics cards made training very deep neural networks feasible.
The algorithm underlying learning is called backpropagation [24].
Essentially, backpropagation of error is the repeated use of the chain rule to obtain the gradient
of the loss with respect to trainable parameters which allows gradient descent to be performed.
A neural network can be seen as a nested series of functions. The output of a unit is a function
of its weights dotted with its inputs which are the output of the previous layer of perceptron
units. So the gradient of the loss is defined with respect to the activation of the output layer. But
by using the chain rule it can be backpropagated through the network to every set of weights,
thereby determining how much each weight is responsible for network error.

1.3. NEURAL NETWORKS

1.3.2

5

Activation Functions

There are many activation functions for neural networks. They are usually defined on a per-layer
basis. Here the two most relevant for this project are reviewed: ReLU and softmax.
ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Unit. It is defined as:
(
0 x≤0
f (x) =
x 0<x
It is one of the simplest activation functions and its discontinuity can lead to increased training
times. Gradients can be unstable over many steps of backpropagation. ReLU activations help
to alleviate this problem. It also provides the property that all activations are positive which is
useful later in this project.
The softmax activation function is special in that it is usually only used in the last layer of a
neural net. It normalizes the activations over the layer so that they represent probabilities.

1.3.3

Image Processing: Convolutional Neural Networks

Tasks in image processing are often used in examples of explainability. This is because image
processing is a complex task where deep neural networks are used over more explainable simpler
methods. The explanations generated by intermediate layers have a two-dimensional structure
that is often displayed in the form of pictures which are much more human-interpretable.
There are special layers that have been developed for image processing. The task differs from
others in that patterns in the input data should be translation independent. A cat should be
recognized if it is in the top left corner or the bottom right. To induce this, two layers are
used: convolutional and pooling layers. The type of layers made of perceptrons (described in the
beginning of this Chapter) are differentiated by the names “dense” or “fully connected” layers.
Instead of weights, convolutional layers train filters (a.k.a. kernels) that are evaluated on local
areas, repeated across the input [18]. In Figure 1.3.2 a filter is depicted in the process of being
applied to an input. The output of this operation (here labeled the convoluted feature) is a 3x3
matrix because there are only three ways to move the kernel across the input data. Unlike this
example a padding of zeroes is usually added to the edges of the input to the convolutional layer

6
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Figure 1.3.2. An example of how a single filter (kernel) from a convolutional layer is applied to data. The
kernel is like a transparent slide that is moved across the input transforming and focusing the local area
it is applied to into one cell of the output.[2]

so that patterns at the opposite edges of the kernel and the input can be convolved together.
If padding is used then the output will have the dimensions of the input but with an added
dimension of the number of filters.

Figure 1.3.3. An example of a max pooling layer. Like convolutional filters the pooling filter is moved
across the input only examining a local area. Unlike the convolutional filter, it contracts the data by only
recording the maximum value it finds in the output. [3]

To combat this explosion in the size of the data caused by convolutional layers, pooling layers
are used to downsize the image dimensions. Similar to convolutional layers, pooling layers use
a kernel and slide it across its input. The difference is that pooling kernels perform a function
to transform the matrix “under” it to a scalar. A common form of pooling maximum pooling
which is depicted in 1.3.3. The maximum activation in the kernel is added to the output.

1.3. NEURAL NETWORKS
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Both convolutional layers and pooling layers have a parameter called strides. This is how
many units the kernel moves by. In 1.3.2 the stride is 1 while in 1.3.3 a stride of 2 is used.

Figure 1.3.4. A representation of a common convolutional architecture. Although they are separate,
convolutional layers and pooling layers are combined in this representation. The Dimensions of the
data/activations are shown in blue. As more convolutional and pooling layers are applied, the original
dimensions of the image shrink and the third dimension of filters grows. [5]

The effects of convolution and pooling on the data can be seen in 1.3.4. The convolutional
layers expand the data in the 3rd filter dimension while pooling layers contract it in the 1st and
2nd. An important step is that the data has to be flattened into one dimension before it can be
used with fully connected layers.

1.3.4

Keras and TensorFlow

Keras and TensorFlow are neural network libraries for python. Keras is more user-friendly and
high level. It acts as a layer on top of TensorFlow or another low level machine learning library.
TensorFlow works by creating graphs of operations and then performing them in a specific
environment called a session. The code for this project uses Keras to build, store, and load
models and TensorFlow to do DTD and TCAV.
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1.4 Explainability in ML
1.4.1

Motivation

Machine Learning models are only as good as the data they are built with. They often replicate
biases both in the data collection (e.g., survivorship bias) and in society itself.
Buolamwini et al. [11] showed that many facial recognition datasets underrepresented black
female faces. They then constructed a more representative dataset and showed that state of the
art facial recognition models were much more likely to misclassify black female faces on this new
dataset.
an example of explainability issues leading to the selection of a worse performing model for
a healthcare application was recounted by Caruana et al. [12]. Multiple models were trained
to predict the probability of death from pneumonia. A neural network performed much better
than the linear regression model. However, it was found that the linear regression model (which
is inherently interpretable) predicted that patients with asthma were at less risk of death from
pneumonia. If the linear model had picked up on this it was considered likely that the network
had too. The dataset caused this issue because cases of pneumonia in patients with asthma are
treated more aggressively than in the general population which influenced the mortality rate in
the data. Unsure what other biases and bad inferences could be lurking in the neural network,
the linear model was chosen for use.
As the use of machine learning becomes common in highly important areas, explainability
methods are necessary to increase trust in models, justify decisions to those effected by them,
to improve the performance of models, and to allow for better performing but more complex
models to even be used at all on important problems.

1.4.2

Taxonomy of Explainability Methods

Local vs Global Explanations

There is a distinction between explainability methods that focus on the whole model versus those
that focus on individual decisions. These two types are called global and local explanations [6].
Local explanations describe what made a model produce an output for a specific input. These

1.5. TCAV
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are useful in examples like giving an explanation to an applicant who was denied a loan. They
are not useful for understanding what the model considers trustworthy in a loan applicant in
general. That is a goal for global explanations which describe how a model works as a whole
rather than in particular situations.
Model Specific vs Model Agnostic

Some Explainability methods only work on specific types of models while others do not. These
are called model specific and model agnostic explainability methods, respectively [6].

1.4.3

Saliency Maps

Saliency maps, introduced by Simonyan et al. [26], are a local explanation type for convolutional
neural networks that are produced by several different explainability methods [22]. They are
heat-maps in the input space where pixel values represent that pixel’s effect on the output of
the network. An example of one can be found in Figure 1.6.1.

1.5 TCAV
Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV) is a global explanation technique developed
by MIT and Google Brain [13]. It addresses the problem of generating explanation in terms of
concepts that are not explicitly part of the input data. For example, humans want to know if the
classifier decided that the image of a doctor was a nurse because of the concept of woman. While
saliency maps can generate an explanation of which pixels in the input space are important, there
is no quantitative way to interpret how that relates to womanhood as the model detects it. For
the model, that concept is expressed as a pattern of activations of some layer within the network.
Kim et al. introduce Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs), vectors that represent a human level
concept in the space defined by the activations of some hidden layer in the network. They also
propose a way of determining how much a class depends on that concept called Testing With
Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV).

10
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Figure 1.5.1. A walkthrough of the TCAV process. a) The user selects examples of the concept (stripes)
and random samples are generated. b) The user also selects a sample from the class to be tested with
TCAV. c) The model is split around a specific layer m. d) activations at layer m fl are recorded for the
data from a and a linear classifier is trained to distinguish the two sets. The vector normal to the decision
l
). e) sensitivity scores are computed
boundary in the direction of the concept C (stripes) is the CAV (vC
for the data from b by taking the dot product between the CAV and the gradient of the output of the
model w.r.t. the activations caused in layer m by the data from d. [13]

The process for their creation is understandable and user friendly. First, subsets of input data
are selected by the user for each concept they wish to define. Next many subsets of random
samples are drawn from the input data. Several bottleneck layers are selected to explore the
representation of the concept in the model. A good bottleneck layer is believed to be one in
which the number of neurons or filters is much smaller than those in the layer from which it
receives inputs. Because of this condensation of representative power, it is believed that the
role of these layers in a neural network is to efficiently encode what it has detected rather than
elaborating on what could be there. Once all these input parameters have been selected, the
inputs are run through the model and the activations they cause at the bottleneck layers are
recorded. Finally, linear models are trained to distinguish the activations caused by the concept
from those caused by a random sample. The linear classifier represents a hyper-plane separating
the activations of random samples from those of the concept. The vector normal to this decision
boundary in the direction of the concept is the CAV.
Once obtained they then can be used to determine the model’s sensitivity to that concept. A
sensitivity score is introduced:
l ) − h (f (x))
hl,k (fl (x) + vC
l,k l
l
= ∇hl,k (f (l)) · vC
→0


SC,k,l (x) = lim

1.6. DEEP TAYLOR DECOMPOSITION
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where fl (x) is the model up to the bottleneck layer, hl,k is the model after the bottleneck layer,
l is the CAV. That is, the dot product of the CAV and the gradient of the model w.r.t.
and vC

the activations in layer m caused by the given input x.
This sensitivity score is a local analysis; it just explains one input. CAVs can be used to
generate global explanations (how sensitive the model as a whole is to the concept). This is
called Testing with Concept Activation Vectors. A TCAV score for a given class is generated as
l > 0. That is, the angle between the
the percent of samples in that class where ∇hl,k (f (l)) · vC

CAV and the gradient is less than 90 degrees.
T CAVQ C,k,l =

|x ∈ Xk : SC,k,l (x) > 0|
|Xk |

where k is a class and xk are inputs that belong to that class.
However, it is completely possible to construct a meaningless CAV, either because the model
does not produce a pattern of activations that is discernible from those caused by other samples
or because the data do not construct a concept. To combat this, multiple CAVs are constructed
against different sets of non-concept data and then TCAV testing is performed. These results are
then used in an independent-pair two-tailed t-test against the null hypotheses that the expected
values of the two distributions are the same. If this null hypothesis is rejected, then the CAVs
are considered meaningful.

1.6 Deep Taylor Decomposition
Deep Taylor Decomposition (DTD) [21] is a saliency mapping method that evolved out of Layerwise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [10]. In LRP, Relevance scores (Rl (x)) for a neural network
f (x) are a measure of how much each element of a given layer l contributes to the output of
P
f (x). They are defined by a constraint: conservativity, which requires that e∈Rl (x) e = f (x).
DTD also introduces the constraint of positivity; positivity requires that each element of R must
be ≥ 0. Together these constraints form a system analogous to “water” flowing back through
“troughs” of the network’s layers and weights. A certain quantity of water representing the
classification starts at the output of the network and moves through the network to the input.

12
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At each layer this quantity of water will pool at different neurons, indicating that these neurons
are more responsible for this decision than the others at its layer. These properties are desirable
because they give specific meaning to the relevance scores: the relevance score for a unit is the
amount of the model’s output that the unit’s activation was responsible for.

Figure 1.6.1. An example of Deep Taylor Decomposition. A model generates an output based on an image
of a kitten by forward propagating the input image through the model (above). DTD backpropagates
the output backwards through the network to generate a heatmap (or saliency map) of the contributions
of each pixel to that output. The pixels defining the kitten in the image are darker because they were
deemed more relevant. [21]

The process of Deep Taylor Decomposition (DTD) is a method of backpropagating relevance
scores through a Deep Neural Network (DNN). The relevance score for each neuron is treated
as its own sub-function. Since the relevance of the softmax output layer is just the activation
of the predicted class, the relation between two layers is derived so that initial relevance can be
backpropagated. The relevance-relationship between the ith neuron in a lower layer and the jth
neuron in a higher layer is found through Taylor expansion of the Relevance score for xj around

1.6. DEEP TAYLOR DECOMPOSITION
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a root point x̃ where Rj (x̃) = 0:
Rj = (

∂Rj
∂{xi }

x̃i

{f }

)T · ({xi } − {x̃i }(j) ) + j =

X ∂Rj
∂{xi }
i

(j)

x̃i {f }

· (xi − x̃i ) + j

Where xi and xj are the activations of the ith and jth neurons in their respective layers; {xi }
and {xj } are the activations of the layers indexed by i and j.
Then Rij =

∂Rj
∂{xi }

(j)

x̃i

{f }

· (xi − x̃i ).

Rij is the relationship between the relevance score of the ith neuron and the relevance of the
jth neuron. This relationship can be used to find the total relevance score of the ith neuron,
Ri , by combining all the relevance relationships between it and the neurons of the upper layer
(indexed by j) thus:
Ri =

X ∂Rj
∂{xi }
j

(j)

x̃i {f }

· (xi − x̃i )

Since the relevance of the output is just the activation of the logit, this equation allows relevance
scores to be calculated back through the network.
The tricky part of this process is selecting the root point. A good root point is the closest point
to x along the decision boundary for the neuron. In unconstrained input spaces the root point
then is just the intersection between the constraint plane and the plane of maximum descent.
This yields a so called “w2 rule”:
Ri =

X
j

w2
P ij 2 Rj
i0 wij

However if the input space is constrained, then the closet root point may not be viable because
it falls outside the constraint (e.g., x ≥ 0 in ReLU layers); therefore different input rules must
be derived for different input constraints. Montavon et al. [21] develop rules for the positivity
and box constraints (for ReLU and convolution layers respectively).
The z + rule is used when the input space is positive, as it is for the activations of ReLU layers.
The space is further constrained to make it easier to search and the rule:
Ri =

X
j

+
xi wij
P
+ Rj
i0 xi wi0 j

(where w+ is the positive part of the weights) is created.
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Figure 1.6.2. Examples of root points generated by the different rules. The bounds for the z B rule are
{[−1, 1], [−1, 1]}. From the appendix of [21]. All the root points are on the relevance boundary. The w2
rule is always the closest point to xi . The z rule searches the segment (0, {xi }) and finds the intersection
between a line from {xi } to the origin and the relevance bound. The z + rule finds a closer root for positive
−
{xi } than the z rule. It searches the segment ({xi wij
}, {xi }) so a root point is guaranteed in the direction
+
B
of xi wij . The z rule searches in the direction of the bottom left corner of the box constraints.

In a similar process, a rule is found for when the input is subject to box constraints: there is
an upper and lower bound. The z B rule is
P
Ri = P

j zij

i0 zi0 j

+
−
− li wij
− hi wij

− li0 wi+0 j − hi0 wi−0 j

Rj

2
Methods

2.1 Combining DTD and TCAV
This project considers Deep Taylor Decomposition as a replacement for gradients in the sensitivity analysis of TCAV. To disambiguate the new and old methods, the original TCAV will be
called Gradient based TCAV, Gradient-TCAV or G-TCAV. The Relevance based TCAV will be
referred to as Relevance-TCAV or R-TCAV.
A class’ TCAV score is defined as T CAVQ C,k,l =

|x ∈ Xk : SC,k,l (x) > 0|
where SC,k,l (x) =
|Xk |

l = the dot product of the gradient of the logit w.r.t. the activations at layer l
∇hl,k (f (l)) · vC

with the CAV for a concept C at layer l. The claim of Deep Taylor Decomposition relevance
scores is that they better represent the model’s decision-making process than vanilla gradients
so if the gradient is replaced with a relevance score then TCAV should perform better.
In its use as a salience mapping technique, Deep Taylor Decomposition is always extends
backward from the output until the explanation reaches the input space. However stopping at
an arbitrary non-input layer l would not affect the accuracy of the explanation. Both the CAV
and relevance score are vectors with a value for each neuron at the intermediate layer. Therefore
that intermediate relevance score exists in the same activation space as the CAV and gradient.
There are multiple similarity metrics that could be used to compare the CAV and relevance
score. In this project the simplest combination is used - direct replacement of the gradient with
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the relevance score at the layer of the CAV:
l
SC,k,l (x) = Rxl · vC

2.1.1

Positivity

There is a major difference between the gradient and relevance scores which could cause an issue
with R-TCAV. Namely the CAV and the gradient of the logit w.r.t. the activations of a layer
with n neurons exist in Rn while the relevance scores exist in {x|x ∈ Rn ∧ x ≥ 0} = R+n . It
is possible that a CAV could be generated such that it is impossible for a relevance score to
be within 90 degrees of it. To obviate this problem, all networks in this project use the ReLU
activation function which constrains all the activations to be ≥ 0. Since the CAV is generated
as a decision boundary separating sets of activations in the layer, this project hypothesizes that
the CAV’s role mapping positive activation values to {0, 1} as a linear classifier will carry over
to its use in TCAV.

2.2 DTD Code
The Deep Taylor Decomposition code for this project is based off of others’ work. There is no
code published for the Deep Taylor Decomposition paper, however there is some published by M.
Alber et. al. [8] for a paper written by part of the same research group. Unfortunately this code
was written in such a generalized and opaque way that it was too difficult to modify. Essentially,
the layers of the original model cannot be factored from the outputted relevance model and
so the code could not be used to compare to a CAV intermediate layers. Fortunately, there is
another much simpler codebase that performs DTD in a much more transparent way [14].
It works by looping backwards over a reversed list of the activation tensors of the model while
constructing a list of Relevance Tensors, Rs which encode the operations to generate relevance
scores at the layer. At every iteration it decides what to do based on the name and index of
the layer. For most layers it matches the name of the layer to a relevance backpropagation
function that performs the z + rule, then applies it to the activations of layer i + 1, and appends
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the result to Rs. At the first index (the last layer of the model) the activation of the output
neuron corresponding to the network’s choice is added to Rs. It also applies its backpropagation
function for dense layers to the second to last layer (i + 1) and adds that to Rs as well. At the
layer before the input (which is kept track of in a last ind variable), a special backpropagation
function is applied containing the z B rule. Finally the last item in Rs is returned. It should be
noted that the tensors inside Rs are not computations themselves but instead represent a graph
of operations to be performed in the future.

2.2.1

Modifications

Several modifications were made to the code for this project:
First the TensorFlow sub-library that it uses is not compatible with the version that the TCAV
code requires. The GitHub repository does not specify what version of TensorFlow is used but it
uses TensorFlow.nn ops which has since been replaced with TensorFlow.raw ops. The conversion
of the code was fairly simple but since this is a developer library it was necessary to make sure
that everything worked the same.
Next combining Relevance with TCAV requires relevance tensors to be returned at intermediate layers. Instead of just returning the last item in Rs, the code now returns a dictionary
of relevance tensors keyed by their layer name. The tensors to be returned are specified by a
parameter bottleneck layers which expects a list of layer names. If no list is supplied, the code
returns the relevance tensor corresponding to the input layer.
The final major modification that was made was the handling of Biases which the original
did not account for. For DTD, Montavon et al. require that all biases be ≤ 0 as “Imposing this
constraint guarantees the existence of a root point of the function g (located at the origin), and
thus also ensures the applicability of standard Taylor decomposition, for which a root point is
needed” (215). In their experiments, they take two practical approaches to handling this constraint. In their MNIST experiment they train a model themselves and force that constraint
during training. However in their ImageNet experiment they are using an existing network. In
their method for that experiment “Positive biases (that are not allowed in our deep Taylor frame-
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work) are treated as neurons, on which relevance can be redistributed (i.e., we add max(0, bj )
in the denominator of z B and z + rules)”(219). This is simple for the z + rule as the activation
for a bias “neuron” would be 1 so wT a = b but in the z B rule the denominator is much more
complicated. Z B :
P
Ri = P

j zij

i0 zi0 j

+
−
− li wij
− hi wij

− li0 wi+0 j − hi0 wi−0 j

Rj

It is unclear whether to add the bias inside the sum or outside the sum (i.e., whether to subtract
li b from b (as negative biases are not being eliminated)). The current implementation adds the
bias outside of the summation. The justification for this is that the bias is not subject to the
box constraint in the model.
Although this implementation is very transparent and simple, it does have a major problem.
Many common modern deep neural network architectures are non-sequential. That is, they have
layers which either use the output of layers behind them as in ResNet or have multiple layers
that work in parallel like in ImageNet or Inception architectures. Since this implementation of
Deep Taylor Decomposition simply loops back over the layers of a network in reverse order it
can only be applied to sequential networks which limits its application.

2.3 TCAV Code
Fortunately TCAV has an official GitHub repository as a companion to the paper [13]. Even
better, it is an object oriented implementation so the modifications to the code can be made via
inheritance and overloading.
The code consists of 4 major component objects: TCAV, CAV, activation generator, and
model wrapper. TCAV objects have a pointer to an activation generator object which has a
pointer to a model wrapper object. TCAV objects also have a local pointer to temporary CAV
objects.
The model wrapper is responsible for loading and interfacing with a specific model. It is the
only class interface that users of TCAV are expected to write themselves. Essentially it must
load the model, retrieve activation tensors for the bottleneck layers, and then use them to create
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gradient tensors which compute the gradient of the loss w.r.t. the bottleneck activations. It then
exists to evaluate these tensors on sets of input data when the activation generator needs it to.
The activation generator is an efficiency-boosting storage object. It goes between the TCAV
and model wrapper objects dealing with file storage and prevents extra operations. It is responsible for loading input data from a specific file structure. When the TCAV object needs a
gradient it checks to see if it has already saved the necessary model activations and if so provides
the activations to the model wrapper when it obtains the gradient from it. This provides speed
increases by preventing the model from processing the same input twice.
The CAV object creates and trains a CAV. It uses a linear regression or logisic regression
depending on the parameters passed to it. Like the activation generator it also saves CAVs to
the disk and only trains new ones when it has to.
The TCAV object orchestrates the whole process. It creates CAV objects and then records
their results when applied to the class to be tested. Notably this implementation uses the gradient
of the loss rather than the gradient of the logit. Since the loss is what was wrong with the
model’s prediction it is in opposition to the logit. Therefore when taking TCAV scores this
implementation checks to see if the dot product of the CAV and gradient is less than 0. It
assigns all these tasks to different processes to speed up execution.

2.3.1

Modifications

Most component objects of this code had to be modified for this project. Fortunately the object
oriented paradigm of the code means that modified components can inherit all the useful methods
from already existing objects and overload a few key methods to convert G-TCAV to R-TCAV.
A new model wrapper is needed that will return relevance scores instead of gradients. A new
KerasRelevaceWrapper class inherits TCAV’s KerasModelWrapper. It overloads the methods
responsible for making and returning gradient tensors and gradients to instead return relevance
scores. It also prepares the necessary information about the network (convolution and pooling
strides/kernel sizes, etc.) as well as fetching the activation tensors for all non-output layers so
they can be used as bottleneck layers for TCAV.
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The activation generator also had to be tinkered with. The original ImageActivationGenerator
only worked for rgb images. Since MNIST is gray-scale, the child class MnistActGen was created
to change the image loading process to be compatible with black and white images.
Finally the TCAV object needed to be changed. Like the logit-based G-TCAV, R-TCAV
considers a decision sensitive if the dot product of the CAV and the relevance score for that
decision is positive. But since the original implementation of G-TCAV uses the gradient of the
loss and thus the scoring methods use dot product < 0 the scoring methods had to be overloaded
to use the correct inequality, depending on whether relevance or loss gradients are being used.

2.4 Experiments
Two experiments were run to test the efficacy of the different methods of TCAV. To insure that
there is a good concept to test, the selected concepts are parts of the problem itself. That is, they
are patterns that the network must learn, and heavily rely upon, to solve the problem. In one
experiment the activation of one input is used. In the other the input samples from a particular
output class are used. The model is constrained by the learning algorithm to represent these
concepts and then TCAV can be tested on how well it detects this dependence.

2.4.1

Logic Example

A canonical problem in machine learning is the exclusive-or (XOR) problem. It is a simple
problem A Y B where A, B ∈ {0, 1}. However this simple problem was one of the reasons for
the early failure of neural networks to learn some classification problems. This is because it is
mathematically impossible for a perceptron to learn a solution as XOR is not linearly separable
[20].
In this experiment the XOR problem is extended from A Y B to (A Y B) ∨ C. This change
causes the solution of the problem to rely heavily on C: if C activates, then the result is true.
By contrast, if A or B where activate, then other factors need to be considered to determine the
correct output. Therefore in the TCAV methods, C should be a highly relevant concept.
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Figure 2.4.1. The data for continuous (left) and discrete (right) XOR experiments. Colored by whether
they are an example of the C (Red) or notC (Blue) concepts.

One of the issues with using this problem for TCAV is that it only has 23 input patterns
to classify. This could cause problems with TCAV as a concept could have many more CAVs
defining than would occur in a real life example. Consider the difference in the number of planes
that could separate the red and blue points in the two examples of Figure 2.4.1. There is much
more room for CAVs to differ in the discrete example than in the continuous example. To combat
this, the original XOR is called discrete XOR and a new problem is introduced: continuous XOR.
Continuous XOR is the same problem as discrete XOR except the inputs for the problem are
continuous. I generate the input data as all combinations of A, B, and C at intervals of .1 between
0 and 1. The solution for continuous inputs is generated by converting them into Boolean values
by passing them through a function before feeding them to the extended XOR.
(
F alse x ≤ .5
T rue x > .5
The networks used for the XOR experiments are very simple. They consist of 3 layers: an input
layer, a dense ReLU layer, and a dense softmax layer. The input layer has 3 neurons for the
three inputs. The dense ReLU layer has 5 neurons which was the smallest number which solved
the problem. The softmax output layer has 2 neurons. Their activations are the probability for
the prediction of their index (if [.25,.9] then the predicted result is 1 since .9 is the maximum).
The predicted result is the index of the maximum. These models are trained on their respective
datasets for 5000 epochs using the adam optimizer and categorical cross-entropy as the loss.
Each model achieves 100% accuracy on the training data.
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After training is completed, TCAV can be tested. Instead of the normal method of using
R-TCAV all the steps are done in one file for transparency and debugging purposes. Activation
tensors and weights are harvested from the model. The activation tensors are then used to obtain
float values of the activations for all the input data. Then these values are used to train a CAV
to differentiate between the samples based on C’s Boolean value. CAV training uses a 70-30
split of training and testing data. This will cause problems in discrete XOR since it has only 8
data points. To fix this the CAV is trained on 8 copies of the dataset appended to each-other to
minimize the chance of loosing an important datum.
Since stochastic gradient descent is used to train the linear classifiers for the CAVs, multiple
CAVs produced on one set of data may differ. To produce representative results, the experiment
is repeated 30 times and the means and standard deviations are calculated. Unfortunately, due
to the constrained nature of the problem, the sets of data that the CAVs are trained on cannot be
varied and there are no random samples for the significance testing that is normally performed
for TCAV.
Then to prepare for TCAV, relevance and gradient tensors are created using two separate
KerasRelevanceWrappers and the XOR dataset.
Finally TCAV can be evaluated. For each layer Relevance scores and gradients are calculated.
The the sign of the dot product between these and the CAV is recorded. If the input for the
sample has C=True then R · CAV > 0 if it is correctly identified. For gradients it is the opposite
since instead of the gradient w.r.t logit output as discussed in the TCAV paper, the TCAV code
uses gradient w.r.t. loss. Therefore GRAD · CAV should be < 0 if C = T rue. These signs are
then used to calculate the fraction of correctly identified samples for the cases where C=True
and C=False. This process is also done with the raw activations of the samples to compare with
Deep Taylor Relevance scores and to demonstrate the difference between CAVs and the linear
classifier.
The biggest benefit of this experiment is that the problem and model are small enough to
examine. Figure 2.4.2 is a drawing of the discrete XOR network with weights, activations, gra-
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Figure 2.4.2. A sketch of the discrete XOR network fed ~x = [0, 0, 1]. To the left of a node are the weights
and biases(below). To the right are back-propagated values and the CAV.

dients, and relevance, and CAVs generated from this experiment. From the weights (in blue),
the role of each neuron in solving the problem can be seen. In the Dense:ReLU layer the top two
units are positively influenced by A or B and negatively influenced by C. The difference between
the two is in the bias: in the first neuron the higher bias means that if A, B, and C activate than
it will activate at .08. The bias of the second neuron is enough to counteract the activation of
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A and B if C also activates. From the softmax layer it can be seen that both of these units have
a positive inpact on the False output and a negative input on the True output.
This figure can also be used to see the differences between the CAV, gradient, and relevance.
The activations in this example are for the clearest example of the C concept and that is evident
the correlation between the activations (black) the CAV (purple). The effect of the gradient
taken of the loss rather than of the logit can also be seen in units that are more positive in the
CAV are negative in the gradient. It is also evident in this example that the positivity issue is
does not interfere with the dot product of the relevance and the CAV at either layer yielding a
positive result.

2.4.2

MNIST

XOR is a good exercise because it is so simple; however that simplicity distances it from the
real world use of TCAV in several respects: the data has very few dimensions and the model is
about as simple as neural networks get. Most importantly, the concept that is being measured is
single-input-level while TCAV’s central innovation is that it can measure dependence on concepts
defined by a complex pattern in the input space.
A more complex problem (although still simple by the standards of modern deep learning) is
the MNIST problem. The MNIST dataset [17] consists of about 70,000 28x28 black and white
images of handwritten digits labeled 0 through 9. This problem addresses the issues with the
XOR experiment. The data has 261 (and a third) times the number of input units. It requires
a much more complex model including multiple dense, convolutional, and pooling layers. This
added complexity allows an experiment to use a more complex concept.
In this experiment, instead of examining an input-level concept, an output-level concept is
used. Taking an output class as the concept insures that the model will depend on that concept.
The concept also is much more representative of the actual use cases of TCAV as it does not
rely on one input neuron.
In this experiment TCAV is performed on 41 randomly selected samples from the 8 digit class.
The concepts are all the possible output classifications created using 50 random samples from
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each output class. The concepts are verified against 10 sets of 50 random images from all output
classes. The different TCAV methods should detect that the 8 class depends on the concept of
the digit 8.
The model used is a simple convolutional neural network. It consists of a series of convolutional
layers with an escalating number of filters with pooling layers between them. After these are a
flattening layer and then dense layers. In this network all the convolutional layers have a kernel
of 3x3 and use ReLU activation. All the pooling layers are max pooling and have strides of 2x2.
This network uses 3 repetitions of convolutional layer and pooling layers with the convolutional
layers having 32, 64, and then 128 filters. There are 2 dense layers. The first has 625 neurons
with ReLU activation. The second is the output layer of 10 softmax neurons. It was trained with
the adam optimizer on 15 batches of 100 samples. It achieves 100% accuracy on the testing set.
Since the pooling layers concentrate the representation they are used as the bottleneck layers.
Unlike the XOR experiment this one uses the normal procedure for TCAV outlined in Section 1.5. An example of this is in /tcav/Run TCAV.ipynb in the tcav library, although here
modified versions of the code are used. A KerasRelevaceWrapper is created to interface with the
trained model and an MnistActGen is created to fetch data for TCAV. The directories for data
are populated with randomly selected samples if they have not been already. Finally a R-TCAV
object is created and its run() method is called. This process is repeated twice with parameters
changed in the model wrapper and R-TCAV objects changed to toggle between use of gradients
and relevance scores.
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3
Results

3.1 XOR
The XOR experiment was a test on a very simple problem and model. A 2-layer model was
trained on the problem (A Y B) ∨ C. Two versions of the experiment were performed with
Boolean values and scalar values for the input. TCAV was performed testing the sensitivity to
a concept defined by the activation of C. Good performance of TCAV on this problem would
detect that decisions depended on the C-concept in samples where C is True.

layer

mean ratio
Correct C

input
dense

1.0
1.0

input
dense

1.0
1.0

input
dense

1.0
1.0

std

Activation
0.0
0.0
Gradient
0.0
0.0
DTD
0.0
0.0

mean ratio
Correct
NotC
0.5917
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.3833

std

0.2540
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2273
0.1247

Table 3.1.1. Results of discrete XOR. The ratio of samples correctly identified as dependant on
the C-concept at input and dense layers separated by samples where C is True or False.
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layer

mean ratio
Correct C

input
dense

1.0
1.0

input
dense

1.0
1.0

input
dense

1.0
1.0

std

Activation
0.0
0.0
Gradient
0.0
0.0
DTD
0.0
0.0

mean ratio
Correct
NotC

std

0.0102
0.7747

0.0134
0.1906

0.5041
0.5041

2.2204e-16
2.2204e-16

0.3655
0.7548

0.1019
0.1791

Table 3.1.2. Results of continuous XOR. The ratio of samples correctly identified as dependant
on the C-concept at input and dense layers separated by samples where C is True or False.

The data for the XOR experiments were gathered over 30 trials. The values in Tables 3.1.1
and 3.1.2 are means and standard deviations of the percent of the samples in the C and notC
classes which were correctly attributed sensitivity. Only the CAV for the C-concept was used
for both the C and NotC columns. This means that while the C column is the TCAV score for
the C-concept on the C class, the not-C column is 1 - the TCAV score.
The most obvious trend is that all methods achieve a score of 1.0 with no deviation when
classifying C samples as sensitive to the concept. Therefore, the more salient comparison of these
methods is how often they correctly classify samples that are in the notC group as not sensitive
to C.
Gradient TCAV’s performance is very consistent both across layers and the discrete and
continuous experiments with a low standard deviation. But it missclassifies half of the NotC
examples in both continuous and discrete XOR tasks.
Deep Taylor Decomposition based Relevance TCAV performs worse than Gradient based
TCAV except in the dense layer of the continuous XOR experiment. There it performs similarly
to the activation (.7548 and .7747, respectively). In continuous XOR R-TCAV follows the pattern
of activations but to less of an extreme (worse than activations when they perform well and better
when they perform worse). It appears that this trend continues in the discrete XOR case but
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the variation between the input and dense layer performance of R-TCAV is within the margin
of error.

3.2 MNIST
Here the performance of the Gradient sensitivity and Deep Taylor Decomposition Relevance
TCAV methods are compared on a simple LeCun-style convolutional network [18] trained on
the MNIST dataset [17]. These results can be found in Fig 4.4.1. TCAV scores are the percent of
the samples of a class in which the model’s decision about the samples was deemed sensitive (or
relevant in Relevance TCAV) to the CAV given by a concept. Here the output class 8 is tested for
dependence on concepts generated by all the output classes. The 8-class should depend heavily
on the 8-concept and not those of less 8-like digits.
Both methods correctly find that the 8 classification relies on the 8-concept, i.e. the 8-concept
is given higher TCAV scores than the concepts for other digits. However, there is a difference
in the quality of performance; scales on figures are different. Regular TCAV only gives a score
of about .35 to the 8-concept at all layers. This means that it only recognizes a bit more than a
third of the samples (classification decisions from pictures of 8s) as sensitive to the 8-concept.
Many other individual layers from other concepts also approach within one tenth of this score.
The Relevance TCAV method performs much better scoring the 8-concept as being important
in almost all of the samples.
There is a large difference in the error bars between the two methods. Gradient TCAV maintains consistent standard deviations between .03 and .08. Relevance TCAV’s standard deviations
are much larger and vary greatly. There seem to be 2 groups from .03 to .1 and between .26 and
.28. These trends are true for both the TCAV score and the random samples.
Another strong difference between the two methods is the number of concepts having TCAV
scores that are significant. In these figures, results that do not have a statistically significant
difference from a random sample are not shown and are marked with an asterisk. Gradient
TCAV marks many non-8-concepts as not significantly different from random samples. This
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makes sense, as the random samples are made of numbers from all classes. Relevance TCAV,
on the other hand, marks almost all other concepts as relevant with the only exceptions being
some layers in the 0, 2, 3, and 5-concepts and all layers in the 9-concept.
There is also a difference in the TCAV scores for the random samples. In Gradient TCAV the
random scores were uniformly 0.20 across all layers with standard deviations of .06, .08, and .08.
For Relevance TCAV the random scores were .5, .51, and .48 with standard deviations of .26,
.27, and .29.
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Figure 3.2.1. Relevance TCAV(below) and Gradient TCAV(above) scores for the 8 class. Colors correspond to the bottleneck layer. Columns marked by an asterisk are not statistically significant and are not
shown at their actual value.
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4
Discussion

4.1 Interpretation of XOR results
The XOR experiments served as the smallest possible problem that was still complex enough to
run TCAV on.
Comparing the two versions of the XOR experiment, it was expected that TCAV might
perform worse on discrete XOR than continuous XOR. On the whole, TCAV methods performed
slightly better on continuous than discrete XOR. The standard deviations do not significantly
differ between the two. There were different results in how well different methods performed.
As noted in 3.1, Gradient TCAV outperformed Relevance TCAV in all but one category.
However, that category, continuous XOR at the dense layer, is arguably the most important
one. TCAV is used at non-input layers where the CAV is trained on activations caused by the
model’s learned weights rather than purely the input. Because of this, TCAV’s performance at
the input layer is less important than at the dense layer. As previously stated, the continuous
XOR experiment is more realistic because its data densely spans the space rather than being
defined only at its corners. However, the continuous XOR problem likely has a more linearly
separable decision boundary than most problems that neural networks are used for.
The activation category was included as a comparison. Gradient TCAV has no relation to
the activation-based TCAV’s performance as its mean TCAV scores remain constant while the
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activations-based TCAV scores vary. Relevance TCAV does seem to have some relation to the
activations. It follows their general trend however at more moderate values. Activations get
scores of .59,.25 and .01,.77 in discrete and continuous XOR respectively while R-TCAV gets
.45,.38 and .37,.75. This is because while Deep Taylor Decomposition uses the activations in
its rules, because of the backpropagation of relevance it also incorporates the results of higher
layers.

4.2 Interpretation of MNIST results
The intended goal of the MNIST experiment was for the TCAV methods to detect that the
network’s classifications on samples of the class 8 depend on the 8-concept. In this respect
Relevance TCAV handily outperforms Gradient TCAV. The massive disparity of performance
adds evidence to Monavon et al.’s arguments [22] that Relevance scores contain more pertinent
information to a decision than gradients. The performance of Gradient TCAV is significantly
worse than is suggested in Kim el al.’s original article where, for example, the authors note that
a firetruck class has a TCAV score of 1 when compared to the red concept at deeper layers [13].
There is also a large difference in the number of layer/concept pairs considered significant in
the classifications. Gradient TCAV finds that the TCAV scores of 18 concepts at specific layers
on the 8 sample were not significantly different from that of a random sample at that layer.
Relevance TCAV finds that only 7 were. A possible cause of this difference is a combination of
the nature of this experiment and the disparity of performance between the two TCAV methods.
Images of the digit 8 make up

1
10

of the image pool that random images are drawn from. This

does not impact the mean random TCAV score when the TCAV scores for the 8 concept are low,
for example in Gradient TCAV where the probability that an image of 8 is considered sensitive
is around .33. With R-TCAV, on the other hand, the chance of an 8 in the random sample being
considered relevant is around 100% since the R-TCAV scores for the 8-concept are all near 1.0.
This is an effect that could help explain why the standard deviation for the random score of
R-TCAV is higher than G-TCAV. However, while this is likely a factor that is driving up the
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mean random TCAV score, the effect seems too large to just be caused by this alone as samples
of eight only make up one tenth of the pool and the difference between the random scores is
about .3.

4.3 Comparison of Experiments
Comparing the results of the XOR and MNIST experiments, we observe they have opposing
outcomes but there are a few similarities. In the XOR experiment Gradient TCAV outperformed
Relevance TCAV in most of the categories, but in the MNIST experiment R-TCAV performed
decisively better than G-TCAV. Just these two toy experiments are not enough to decisively
interpret strengths and weaknesses of the two methods; however, they can suggest directions for
future exploration.
Although both experiments had opposing results, trends in the MNIST experiment’s results
are more likely since that experiment is more similar to a real problem. G-TCAV outperformed
R-TCAV in the XOR experiment and R-TCAV did better in the MNIST experiment. TCAV was
designed to be used on neural deep networks that have many layers. Kim et al. perform most of
their experiments on GoogLeNet [28], which has 27 layers, many of which are parallelized which
leads them to have more complexity than the number of layers would suggest. The conditions
of the MNIST experiment are much more like this real-use case both in terms of the model (10
layers vs 3) and the dataset (28x28 vs 3x1).
In the XOR experiment TCAV is performed at the input layer as well as the hidden layer.
The results from the hidden layer were considered more important since that is most like a real
use-case of TCAV. This reconciles the conflicting results of MNIST and XOR if only continuous
XOR is considered. However, in continuous XOR R-TCAV performs badly at the input layer.
Although it is not a normal use of TCAV, does R-TCAV perform worse at the input layer of the
MNIST model? To investigate further, the MNIST experiment was rerun on CAVs created at the
input layer. It yielded the same results in the 8-concept as the rest of the MNIST experiment:
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namely, R-TCAV gets a score of 0.82(±.12) while G-TCAV produces 0.29(±0.04). It seems that
in the more realistic experiments R-TCAV outperforms G-TCAV.
The better performance of R-TCAV in the MNIST experiment is consistent with the existing
literature. Samek et al. [25] ran a perturbation-based quantitative test of LRP compared to
gradients and decomposition. They found that LRP outperformed both in identifying the pixels
that most impacted the decisions of several deep neural networks.
One major constant between the experiments is that R-TCAV has a much higher variance
than G-TCAV. This is discussed in 4.6.

4.4 Decomposition vs. Gradients
In their paper Monatvon et al. argue that decomposition is a better method of producing saliency maps than gradients because function decomposition maintains more information
about the original function [21]. They make this argument using the example of the function
f (x) = max(0, x1 ) + max(0, x2 ). A sensitivity analysis method would produce
δf
δx2

δf
δx1

= 1x1 >0 and

= 1x2 >0 . They compare this with a simple decomposition where the nonlinear function f is

decomposed as the sum of its nonlinear subfunctions. This produces R(x1 ) = max(0, x1 ) and
R(x2 ) = max(0, x2 ). They note that the sensitivity analysis is discontinuous at x1 or x2 = 0 and
that it does not maintain information about the magnitude of the function (f ([3, · · · ]) ⇒
and f ([310 , · · · ]) ⇒

δf
δx1

δf
δx1

=1

= 1). The function decomposition maintains these properties as they

exist in the function. The motivational claim for Deep Taylor Decomposition is that this extends
to Taylor approximation of the subfunctions.
There are some recent experiments that have exposed problems with backwards propagating
decomposition techniques. Adebayo et al.[7] compare the effect of randomizing model parameters
on the explanations generated by various saliency mapping methods. If the explanation did
not change, then the method is deemed invariant to the model parameters and therefore an
undesirable method. They also test for invariance to input labeling by training a model on
data with random labels. From this training, the model should not be able to learn patterns in
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Figure 4.4.1. Montavon et al. [21] compare saliency maps generated by sensitivity (gradients) with Deep
Taylor Decomposition. They use these results to qualitatively argue that DTD is a better method than
sensitivity. DTD highlights sections of the relevant part of the images that sensitivity ignores (e.g. parts
of the shark aren not represented).

the data and therefore explanations of its decisions should not be similar to those of a properly
trained model. They found that several backpropagation methods (Guided BackProp [27] Guided
GradCAM [19]) are invariant both to model parameter and input label randomization while
gradient methods are not. Notably for this experiment LRP methods were not tested and differ
from Guided BackProp and Guided GradCAM in that LRP methods are conservative and they
are not. These results are still cause for caution due to the similarities of the two types.
Another important finding from [7] which is echoed in [13] is that qualitative appraisal of
saliency maps is prone to confirmation bias and can be contrary to quantitative analysis. This
project could serve as another quantitative analysis tool for evaluating saliency maps. If a explainability method provides a more accurate representation it should allow TCAV to perform
better on tests where an expected result is enforced as in the experiments in this project.
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If TCAV performance is used as an indicator of explanation quality, the results of this project’s
experiments cautiously reinforce the claim that Relevance scores are better method than gradients.

4.5 Possible Issues with DTD
Another recent paper critiquing saliency mapping methods did use Deep Taylor Decomposition.
Kinderman et al. [15] test saliency explanation methods by adding a constant shift to the input
data and comparing explanations before and after the shift. They evaluate 2 forms of DTD:
LRP [10] and PatternAttribution (PA) [16]. These methods vary in how they select a root
point, a zero vector for LRP and a complex method that separates subject from background in
PatternAttribution. They find that LRP is sensitive to the constant shift while PA is not. These
findings bring the reliability of LRP into question.
This LRP method performs worse than the version of DTD that this project utilizes [21]
and PatternAttribution performs better [16]. However in [22] Montavon states that a root point
x̃ 6= ~0 is not guaranteed with the w2 and z + rules so it is possible that in the worse case this
method of DTD is sensitive to constant input shifts.

4.6 The Positivity / CAV Problem
In Section 2.1.1, the possible issue of a spatial mismatch is raised. Both the CAV and the gradient
exist in Rn where n is the number of units in a intermediate layer while Relevance scores only
exist in the positive region of that space. The fear is that CAVS could be generated which
would have an angle > 90 degrees from the positive region making it impossible for them to be
recognized as relevant by R-TCAV.
One way to test for this is to look at the number of CAVs whose TCAV scores on the 8-class
were 0. This would mean that absolutely no model decisions for the 41 samples were classified
as relevant to the CAV. A large difference in the number of these cases between G-TCAV and
R-TCAV would signal that this may be a problem. Fortunately, only 2 of these cases occurred
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in R-TCAV and 0 in G-TCAV out of 190 opportunities. R-TCAV’s perfect performance in
identifying the C category in the XOR experiments also contributes to this conclusion. Still, this
is not enough evidence to conclude that this is not a problem and more research is needed.
Although it seems that no CAVs are being generated that are completely inaccessible from
the positive space, it is possible that they could be generated where they are orthogonal to all
but a small part of the positive space. Specifically, this is a problem if relevance scores that
should indicate that the decision was relevant to the CAV are outside of that small subspace.
Some evidence for this is the much higher variance in R-TCAV as compared to G-TCAV. If
these errors are occurring, they seem to effect the accuracy of R-TCAV less in more complex
models than in simpler ones from the trends in the experiment. A way to test whether this
is occurring would be to try method to alleviate the spatial mismatch and compare whether
precision improves.
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5
Conclusion

This project replaced the local gradient-based part of a global explanation method (G-TCAV)
with an attribution-based method to improve performance (R-TCAV). Two experiments were
performed to compare the two methods. One used a simple dense network trained on a version
of the XOR problem modified to add a third variable. The other used a convolutional neural
net trained on the MNIST dataset.
In the XOR experiment R-TCAV performed inconsistently. It scored worse than G-TCAV on
the trials that differed from the normal use of TCAV but better in the one that reflected normal
use. In the MNIST experiment R-TCAV performed much better than G-TCAV. Throughout
all the experiments R-TCAV had relatively large variance. A possible cause for this is that the
relevance scores are always positive while the gradients and CAVs can have positive and negative
elements.
The results of this project are promising but need more work to further confirm results and
investigate the variance and spatial mismatch. The DTD implementation could be reworked
to rely on graphs rather than a list which would allow it to function on non-sequential models.
Then R-TCAV could be tested on the examples from the original TCAV paper. There are several
ways that the spatial mismatch could be addressed. The LRP alpha 1 beta 1 rule could be used
instead of DTD. It includes both positive and negative relevance scores and so would exist in the
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same space as the gradient. Part of the problem could be that the bias in the linear classifier is
discarded so a vector normal to the offset plane is moved from ending in the positive space when
the plane is centered at the origin. Normalizing the activations that the classifier is trained on
could allow it to function without a bias term and therefore produce a CAV that works better
on vectors in the positive space.
TCAV is an important tool in the field of explainable AI. However, incorrect explanations have
an incredible power for harm. Therefore it is necessary to continue to improve its performance
by utilizing updated saliency mapping methods.
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